MADD Media Arts Data and Design
Member Labs

CSIL Computer Science Instructional Laboratory
Providing expanded access to hardware and software for training and education
csil.uchicago.edu

GIS John Crerar Library GIS Hub
Enabling geospatial research and learning activities by providing access to geographical information systems software and hardware, and an expert GIS and maps librarian

HAL Hack Arts Lab
An open-access digital fabrication, prototyping, and visualization facility

RCC Research Computing Center Visualization Lab
Providing new data visualization technology; part of the Kathleen A. Zar Room

WGL Weston Game Lab
Offering resources for the study, play, and development of games

maddcenter.uchicago.edu maddcenter@uchicago.edu
JOIN US ON CANVAS
Ask maddcenter@uchicago.edu for an invite